
TRAIL A

Trail A is approximately 1 mile in length.  It’s

rated “easiest” and has gradual terrain.  This

trail takes you near several springs and a

beaver pond, which is the source of Trail

Creek.

TRAIL B

Trail B is approximately 1.5 miles in length.  It’s

rated “more difficult” and contains a .75 mile

stretch of steeper grades which climbs

through a mixed conifer stand.  The trail

descends at a grade of approximately 10%.

TRAIL C

This is a 1.5-mile loop that takes ap-

proximately 50 minutes. It's rated

"difficult" and has some steep terrain. This trail

takes a moderate climb up a drainage to the

junction with Trail B, then west to an open

saddle, and along an open ridge for about a

half-mile. At this point, the trail descends

steeply into a mixed stand of Aspen and

conifers, The route levels out as it crosses the

ridge and then drops again into semi-open

Aspen stands. The trail then traverses a

timbered slope above the Trail Creek springs

before connecting with Trail A. From here, it's

gentle terrain back to the warming hut.
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TRAIL D

This is a 1/2 mile trail, with the easiest of

terrain.  Consider this a great trail to start

a beginning skier on.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SKI TRAIL DESCRIPTIONS



Four cross-country ski loop trails offer a

variety of terrain, length, and challenge. 

 Elevations range from 6500 feet at the

warming hut, to nearly 7000 feet on

loop C.  

Please ski safely.  Remember the basics;

yield to skiers descending, ski in a

clockwise direction, and always ski in

control. 

The four ski loops are packed and

groomed as conditions warrant. 

 However, be prepared for ungroomed

conditions especially following recent

snowfall.

 

 

Ski Trail Ratings 

The ski trails are rated for normal snow

conditions.  When choosing a route,

consider snow and weather conditions,

the abilities of all party members, the

time of day and the trail length.
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